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The sign-in sheet is on the table by the door



Welcome
Dayton ISD appreciates your commitment to professional growth and 
learning. In order to respect every attendee’s time and contributions,  
we will follow these expectations during today’s meeting:

● Be Attentive - participate, contribute, collaborate
● Be Prepared - we will begin on time & follow the agenda
● Be Polite - silence phones, limit messages, take calls outside
● Be Open-Minded -  thinking is student centered & solution driven
● Be Present - avoid sidebar conversations & multi-tasking
● Be Professional - respect others’ opinions and perspectives

DISD Learning Today,  Leading Tomorrow



What is 
Academic 

Talk?

Talking with others about ideas
 and work is fundamental to learning. 

However, not all talk sustains learning. 
In order for classroom talk to promote 

learning, it must be accountable –
 to the learning community, to accurate 

and appropriate knowledge, and to 
rigorous thinking.



How to Elevate Academic talk In your classroom
Guided Practice
Use questions, 
prompts and

 cues to 
determine

 what students 
know.. 

Teacher Modeling
Activate prior 

knowledge and 
model using
 academic 

vocabulary.

Collaborative 
Practice

Students work
 in small groups

 as teacher
 facilitates the 

process. 



Place your screenshot here

Let’s get 
them 

ready to 
learn...

https://safeshare.tv/x/9N-SMirpnw4#v
https://safeshare.tv/x/9N-SMirpnw4#v


Today’s Objectives
Content Objective:
I will learn and practice 
six new methods for 
incorporating 
Academic Talk in my 
classroom. 

Language Objective:
I will share & express 
opinions, ideas and feelings 
in collaborative groups 
(3C & 3G) . 

Partially funded by Title III



Relate to a song 
Listen to each music clip, then discuss with your elbow partner Which song lyrics are closest to describing your perceptions or experiences with classroom academic talk? 

More than Words..

Give ‘em something 
to talk about..You make me want to 

shout!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xAi80ShG0I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrIiLvg58SY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJ58TVYNFro
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEjLFpU2pJ4


Relate to a song 
Which song lyrics are closest to describing your perceptions or experiences with classroom academic talk? 

ELBOW PARTNERS





                            
Some students say too much...they hog all of the air time    

Some students don’t say anything...they never engage or share

Some students go off-topic...they derail your objective & intent

Some students interrupt before others can finish...they are 
impatient or disrespectful

Some students become too intense or emotional...they may 
become hostile or aggressive

ROADBLOCKS TO SUCCESSFUL 
ACADEMIC TALK



Accountable to 
the Learning 
Community

LISTEN
Pay attention to the 
statements of others

Summarize
Restate the ideas of a 
previous speaker in 

your own words or way

Build
Add to the statement of 

a previous speaker

Mark 
Direct attention to the 

importance of another’s 
statement

Accountable to 
the Knowledge

VERIFY
Check your 

understanding of 
previous statements

UNPACK
Explain how you 

arrived at your answer

SUPPORT
Give examples & 

evidence to support 
your answer

LINK
Point out the 

relationships among 
previous statements & 

knowledge

Accountable to 
Rigorous Thinking

DEFEND
Defend your reasoning 
against a different point 

of view

CHALLENGE 
Ask a previous 

speaker to explain & 
provide evidence for a 

statement

COMBINE
Incorporate knowledge 

from multiple 
resources to form an 

idea

PREDICT
Draw conclusions 
about what might 

happen next, or as a 
result of ideas. 



Accountable Talk Discussion Menu Protocol
With your table group, one person responds the question/prompt 
given by the teacher. Then, group members continue the discussion 
using the Accountable Talk Menu as a scaffold for responding. 

Group members track the types of responses given by their peers 
and try to ensure all varieties of responses are included in the 
conversation. 



Discussion Prompt…...
One instructional strategy or practice 

that has worked well 
for me this year is…..



Accountable Talk Discussion Menu Protocol



Your Turn: Taming the Text 
Discussion Protocol

Purpose: Help students analyze complex text
 Partner Up - Choose an A and B

1. Choose one quote 
2. Take one minute to silently read & think 

about your quote and how it relates to us 
professionally.

3. One minute - A shares his/her quote & 
thinking while B listens without responding

4. One minute - B shares their quote & 
thinking while A listens without responding

5. 30 Seconds - discuss how hard it was to                      
listen closely, even for a very short period 
of time. 



Taming the Text
 Discussion Protocol



Interview with a Word                              discussion protocol 
Purpose: Identify key attributes of a concept using academic language. 

Stand Up, Hand Up, Partner Up - Choose an A and a B

1. Choose one ½ page  from your table—do NOT share your word                                         
with your partner.

2. “B” will “become” their word.
3. “A” will act as an interviewer and ask questions until he/she is able to 

correctly figure out the word.
4. Important: Questions should NOT require yes or no answers. This is an 

interview format where open-ended questions and elaboration are allowed 
and encouraged. Avoid questions like, what letter do you begin with? How are 
you spelled? etc..

5. Switch roles & repeat. 



Sample Interview Questions….
● Tell me a little bit about yourself. 

● Describe what makes you most satisfied? Most upset?
 
● Who are you related to (synonyms)?

● How would you be visible in My classroom? 

● Why is it beneficial when you are present in my classroom? 



Word 
Intensity Consensus
Relevance Learning
Rigor Questioning
Listening Reflection
Curiosity Modeling
Collaboration Creating



Interview with a Word                              discussion protocol 



Fortunately, Unfortunately discussion Protocol

Triple Up - groups of 

three are needed so 

one person doesn’t 

always speak from the 

same perspective. 

Take turns 
responding 
to an initial 
statement 
generated 

by the 
facilitator. 

Statements 
must change 
perspective 

for each 
response. 

Purpose: Give students opportunities to view information from alternate perspectives. 
“Fortunately, students know a lot and can contribute a great deal to an academic conversation…”

fortunately...
Unfortunately... fortunately...



Fortunately, Unfortunately discussion Protocol



Purpose: To encourage participation and ensure students share equal air time. 

A penny for your thoughts discussion protocol

Quint Up - get into groups of 4

Each person takes 3 pennies.

Once the discussion prompt is given, group members must invest in the 
conversation. 

Each comment will cost you a penny. 

Comments should last no more than 10 -15 seconds. 

Each student must invest all of his/her coins. 

When students run out of coins, they may not add                                                                                      
additional comments. 



A penny for your thoughts discussion protocol

What have you practiced today that you will implement in your own classes? 



Today’s engagement Strategies
Choral Reading of Objectives Classroom 

Talk

Elbow Partner / Song Perspective Classroom 
Talk

Discussion Menu / What has worked this year Classroom 
Talk 

Taming the Text Protocol / Quotes Classroom 
Talk

Interview with a Word Protocol / Academic Language Classroom 
Talk

Fortunately, Unfortunately Protocol  Classroom 
Talk

Penny for Your Thoughts / How can you use these ideas in class? Classroom 
Talk 



THANKS! Let us know if we can help get your students talking! We’d love to come to your classroom and assist you in getting the conversations started!

shanna.mccracken@daytonisd.net

suzanne.hicks@saytonisd.net

mailto:shanna.mccracken@daytonisd.net
mailto:shanna.mccracken@daytonisd.net
mailto:suzanne.hicks@saytonisd.net
mailto:suzanne.hicks@saytonisd.net


Take a few seconds to 
consider and think about 

your quote. 

You will have 1 minute to 
share and explain the 
quote to your partner. 



Take a few seconds to 
consider and think about 

your quote. 

You will have 1 minute to 
share and explain the 
quote to your partner. 

“When teachers are working together, 
they can do powerful things to improve 

their own teaching, and in turn, to 
improve student learning.”

- Robert Meehan



Take a few seconds to 
consider and think about 

your quote. 

You will have 1 minute to 
share and explain the 
quote to your partner. 

Just 

Smile 
and 

Remember 

Why 
                                                     

you wanted to 

Teach
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Take a few seconds 
to consider and 

think about your 
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You will have 1 
minute to share and 

explain it to your 
partner. 
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